
ATE-BGC (Alpine Treeline Ecotone 
- BioGeochemical Cycles)

No URL - model not actively used

Model Objective:
Physiological process model derived from 
FOREST-BGC used to estimate carbon balance 
at treeline for prediction of treeline location 

Simulates carbon and moisture fluxes and 
storage 

(Cairns 1994)



Inputs:
Daily min. and max temperature 
Daily Precipitation 
Daily Radiation 
LAI (measured remotely or on the ground)

Key Outputs:
Carbon balance 
NPP
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Fig. 4. Results of the transect simulations. In the lower diagram, vertical lines above the line represent-
ing the topographic cross section of the transect indicate the locations where carbon balances > 0, and 
thus the elevation of treeline as predicted by ATE-BGC for the 11 -year periods centered on dates between 
1954 and 1986. The vertical line below the topographic cross section indicates the actual treeline eleva-
tion. Data are presented for (A) Transect J in the vicinity of Firebrand Pass, (B) Transect E in the vicinity of 
Scenic Point, (C) Transect A near Cobalt Lake, and (D) Transect I along the flanks of Calfrobe Mountain. 

balance, it is important to note that our simulated carbon balances were 11-year 
averages. The year-to-year variability in carbon balances at treeline locations is con-
siderably greater than the average variability. Consequently the variability in treeline 
position that we present here is actually a conservative estimate of how potential 
tree carbon balance (and, if the carbon balance hypothesis is correct, treeline loca-
tion) has varied across the alpine landscape during the simulation period. 

The results of the transect runs show four types of response to the changes in 
climatic conditions since 1954. First, two of the transects, J (Fig. 4A) and C, exhibit 
a fairly stable predicted treeline location. The treeline position on Transect J was pre-
dicted accurately in nearly half of the cases. The highly variable treelines predicted 
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Cairns 1998 Cairns & Malanson 1997

Actual treeline location

Location where C 
balance ≥ 0

Predicted treeline elevations

Trees 
predicted, 

but not 
present

Predicted no 
trees, but 
present

Predictions 
match reality



Why didn’t ATE-BGC catch on?
Growth-
limitation 
hypothesis
(Körner 1998)

were more common than other patterns in both investigated
tissues. Consequently, the statistical analyses across all sites and
species revealed a highly significant effect of elevation and tissue
type for starch and NSC concentrations and no significant inter-
action between elevation and tissue type (Table 3). In contrast,
elevation had no significant effect on the concentrations of low-
molecular-weight sugars along the elevation gradients in both
tissue types (Table 3).

The prevailing increasing trend of non-structural carbon
compounds with elevation in leaves and wood becomes espe-
cially clear if standardized values are compared among sites,
since these data are independent of the absolute concentration
differences among species and tissues (Fig. 3). While starch con-
centrations increased markedly and nearly linear from timber

line to tree line, low-molecular-weight sugar concentrations
remained more stable across the investigated transects. Hence,
the overall increase of NSC is mainly driven by changing starch
concentrations rather than concentrations of free sugars.

In order to quantify the NSC concentration change across the
tree line ecotone, we additionally compared the relative differ-
ences in starch, sugar and NSC concentrations between the
lowest and the highest elevation for each site and tissue. Overall,
only 5 out of 30 incidences showed slightly lower NSC concen-
trations at the highest elevation, while the rest exhibited (up to
+225%) higher concentrations at the uppermost stands (Fig. 4).
On average, NSC concentrations at the tree line were 18% higher
in leaves and 26% higher in wood compared with the respective
concentrations at the timber line. In accordance with the analy-

Figure 2 Non-structural carbohydrate (NSC) concentrations in branch wood (‘wood’) and mature leaves of all investigated tree species at
three elevations along the elevational gradients: L, low elevation near timber line; M, middle elevation between timber line and tree line; H,
high elevation at the tree line. The numbers in square brackets indicate the sampling locations as given in Table 1 and Figure 1. For the two
sites at which two species were sampled the genus name is added. Low molecular sugars are shown as black bars and starch concentrations
are given as white bars. NSC concentrations are means of 5–10 trees per elevation category + standard errors. Note that at site 13, leaves at
the highest elevation had entered autumnal senescence. See Table 3 for the corresponding statistical results. % d.m., per cent dry matter.
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